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The New Mind Readers Russell A. Poldrack 2020-10-06 Thinking on 20 watts -- The visible mind -- fMRI grows up
-- Can fMRI read minds? -- How do brains change over time? -- Crimes and lies -- Decision neuroscience -- Is
mental illness just a brain disease? -- The future of neuroimaging.
International GAAP 2017 Ernst & Young LLP 2017-02-16 IFRSs, the standards set by the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB), are complex and sometimes obscure. Understanding their implications and
applying them appropriately requires something special; and that is why International GAAP 2017 is the
essential tool for anyone applying, auditing, interpreting, regulating, studying and teaching international financial
reporting. It provides expert interpretation and practical guidance for busy professionals, and includes, in every
chapter, detailed analysis of how complex financial reporting problems can be resolved appropriately and
effectively. The International Financial Reporting Group of Ernst & Young includes financial reporting specialists
from throughout the world. Complex technical accounting issues are explained clearly in a practical working
context that enables immediate understanding of the point at issue. International GAAP 2017 is the only globally
focused work on IFRSs. It is not constrained by any individual country’s legislation or financial reporting
regulations, and it ensures an international consistency of approach unavailable elsewhere. It shows how difficult
practical issues should be approached in the complex, global world of international financial reporting, where
IFRSs have become the accepted financial reporting system in more than 100 countries. This integrated approach
provides a unique level of authoritative material for anyone involved in preparing, interpreting or auditing company
accounts, for regulators, academic researchers and for all students of accountancy. All aspects of the detailed
requirements of IFRS are dealt with on a topic-by-topic basis. Each chapter of International GAAP 2017 deals
with a key area of IFRS and has a common structure for ease of use: an introduction to the background issues; an
explanation of relevant principles; a clear exposition of the requirements of IFRS; a discussion of the implications
in practice and possible alternative solutions available; worked examples; extracts from real company accounts; a
full listing of the required disclosures. “... an important part to play in the process of promoting consistent,
comparable and high quality financial reporting under IFRSs ... a book that not only provides an analysis of the
requirements of the standards and the principles that they expound, but also presents a unique explanation of
how the standards should be interpreted and applied in practice.” - the Chairman of Trustees of the IASC
Foundation “A standard reference work” - Financial Times “The definitive guide to financial reporting” - The Times
Bio- and MedTech Entrepreneurship Heidrun Flaadt Cervini 2020-07-21 The process of innovation in life science
is capital intensive, associated with a high risk as well as highly regulated and is therefore distinct from other
types of innovation. This book closes the educational gap in life science entrepreneurship and fills a market niche.
It allows you to understand, manage and successfully lead the innovation process in life science. Learn how to
develop and successful market biomedical technology Increase the return of your investments in biomedical
innovation Get ready for a new career in a life science start-up Discover how to transfer a bio- or medtech project
from academia to industry Obtain a comprehensive overview of the innovation process in life science
Guide to Programming for the Digital Humanities Brian Kokensparger 2018-08-23 As an introduction to
programming for the Digital Humanities (DH), this book presents six key assignments oriented on DH topics. The
topics include Computing Change Over Time (calculating burials at a historic cemetery), Visualizing Change Over
Time (visualizing the burials at the historic cemetery), Textual Analysis (finding word frequencies and “stop words”
in public domain texts), XML Transformation (transforming a simplified version of XML into HTML styled with
CSS), Stylometry (comparing the measured features of graphic images), and Social Network Analysis (analyzing

extended relationships in historic circles). The book focuses on the practical application of these assignments in
the classroom, providing a range of variations for each assignment, which can be selected on the basis of
students’ specific programming background and skills; “atomic” assignments, which can be used to give students
the experience they need to successfully complete the main assignments; and some common pitfalls and gotchas
to manage in the classroom. The book’s chief goals are to introduce novice computer science (CS) students to
programming for DH, and to offer them valuable hands-on experience with core programming concepts.
Encyclopedia of Mobile Phone Behavior Yan, Zheng 2015-03-31 The rise of mobile phones has brought about a
new era of technological attachment as an increasing number of people rely on their personal mobile devices to
conduct their daily activities. Due to the ubiquitous nature of mobile phones, the impact of these devices on
human behavior, interaction, and cognition has become a widely studied topic. The Encyclopedia of Mobile Phone
Behavior is an authoritative source for scholarly research on the use of mobile phones and how these devices are
revolutionizing the way individuals learn, work, and interact with one another. Featuring exhaustive coverage on a
variety of topics relating to mobile phone use, behavior, and the impact of mobile devices on society and human
interaction, this multi-volume encyclopedia is an essential reference source for students, researchers, IT
specialists, and professionals seeking current research on the use and impact of mobile technologies on
contemporary culture.
What Patients Say, what Doctors Hear Danielle Ofri 2017 "Patients, anxious to convey their symptoms, feel an
urgency to "make their case" to their doctors. Doctors, under pressure to be efficient, multitask while patients
speak and often miss the key elements. Add in stereotypes, unconscious bias, conflicting agendas, and fear of
lawsuits and the risk of misdiagnosis and medical errors multiplies dangerously. ... Reporting on the latest
research studies and interviewing scholars, doctors, and patients, Dr. Ofri reveals how better communication can
lead to better health for all of us."--Jacket.
UPPSC (Uttar Pradesh Public Service Commission) UP Combined State/Upper Subordinate Services General
Studies (Paper-I) Preliminary Examination Solved Papers 2022–2005 Dr. Ranjit Kumar Singh, IAS (AIR-49)
2022-11-09 The presented book UPPSC (Uttar Pradesh Public Service Commission) General Studies (Paper-I)
Preliminary Examination Solved Papers is a compilation of previous years’ examination question papers from
2022 to 2005. Aspirants can find all these question papers easily where most of the syllabus is covered in the
form of MCQs. The solutions are supplemented lucidly with analytical explanations to promote a clearer
understanding to various levels of questions depending upon the complexity. This book seeks to make the
aspirants fully aware about the developments in the papers throughout these years along with preparing them to
face the upcoming examination with confidence.
Preparing Students for College and Careers Katie Larsen McClarty 2017-08-22 Preparing Students for College
and Careers addresses measurement and research issues related to college and career readiness. Educational
reform efforts across the United States have increasingly taken aim at measuring and improving postsecondary
readiness. These initiatives include developing new content standards, redesigning assessments and
performance levels, legislating new developmental education policy for colleges and universities, and highlighting
gaps between graduates’ skills and employers’ needs. In this comprehensive book, scholarship from leading
experts on each of these topics is collected for assessment professionals and for education researchers
interested in this new area of focus. Cross-disciplinary chapters cover the current state of research, best
practices, leading interventions, and a variety of measurement concepts, including construct definitions,
assessments, performance levels, score interpretations, and test uses.
Redefining Smart Thom Markham 2015-05-27 Equip Your Students To Create Their Own Intellectual Destiny!
The best teachers are the ones who can empower students to ask intelligent questions and persistently seek the
answers. In this book you’ll find a proven, detailed method for how to do this, by learning: A groundbreaking new
approach to content delivery and instruction, geared towards maximizing student discovery, deep thought,
exploration and creativity Why educators must let go of student IQ as a concept that influences teaching methods
in any way How to create a protocol-driven environment that fosters deep sharing and reflection
The Patient Will See You Now Eric Topol 2016-10-25 The essential guide by one of America's leading doctors to
how digital technology enables all of us to take charge of our health A trip to the doctor is almost a guarantee of
misery. You'll make an appointment months in advance. You'll probably wait for several hours until you hear "the
doctor will see you now"-but only for fifteen minutes! Then you'll wait even longer for lab tests, the results of which
you'll likely never see, unless they indicate further (and more invasive) tests, most of which will probably prove
unnecessary (much like physicals themselves). And your bill will be astronomical. In The Patient Will See You
Now, Eric Topol, one of the nation's top physicians, shows why medicine does not have to be that way. Instead,
you could use your smartphone to get rapid test results from one drop of blood, monitor your vital signs both day

and night, and use an artificially intelligent algorithm to receive a diagnosis without having to see a doctor, all at a
small fraction of the cost imposed by our modern healthcare system. The change is powered by what Topol calls
medicine's "Gutenberg moment." Much as the printing press took learning out of the hands of a priestly class, the
mobile internet is doing the same for medicine, giving us unprecedented control over our healthcare. With
smartphones in hand, we are no longer beholden to an impersonal and paternalistic system in which "doctor
knows best." Medicine has been digitized, Topol argues; now it will be democratized. Computers will replace
physicians for many diagnostic tasks, citizen science will give rise to citizen medicine, and enormous data sets will
give us new means to attack conditions that have long been incurable. Massive, open, online medicine, where
diagnostics are done by Facebook-like comparisons of medical profiles, will enable real-time, real-world research
on massive populations. There's no doubt the path forward will be complicated: the medical establishment will
resist these changes, and digitized medicine inevitably raises serious issues surrounding privacy. Nevertheless,
the result-better, cheaper, and more human health care-will be worth it. Provocative and engrossing, The Patient
Will See You Now is essential reading for anyone who thinks they deserve better health care. That is, for all of us.
The Challenge of Democracy: American Government in Global Politics Kenneth Janda 2017-01-27 Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
The Department Chair as Transformative Diversity Leader Edna Chun 2015-06-08 With the imminent
demographic shifts in our society and the need to prepare students for citizenship in a global, knowledge-based
society, the role of the academic department chair in creating diverse and inclusive learning environments is
arguably the most pivotal position in higher education today. In the United States, increasing minority student
enrollment coupled with the emergence of a minority majority American nation by 2042 demands that academic
institutions be responsive to these changing demographics. The isolation of the ivory tower is no longer an option.
This is the first book to address the role of the department chair in diversity and addresses an unmet need by
providing a research-based, systematic approach to diversity leadership in the academic department based upon
survey findings and in-person interviews. The department chair represents the nexus between the faculty and the
administration and is positioned uniquely to impact diversity progress. Research indicates that more than 80
percent of academic decisions regarding appointment, curriculum, tenure and promotion, classroom pedagogy,
and student outcomes are made by the department chair in consultation with the faculty. This book examines the
multidimensional contributions that chairs make in advancing diversity within their departments and institutions in
the representation of diverse faculty and staff; in tenure and promotion; curricular change; student learning
outcomes; and departmental climate. The scope and content of the book is not limited to institutions in the United
States but is applicable to academic institutions globally in their efforts to address the access and success of
increasingly diverse student populations. It addresses institutional power structures and the role of the dean in
relation to the appointment of chairs and their impact on the success of chairs from non-dominant groups,
including female, minority, and lesbian/gay/transgendered individuals who serve in predominantly white male
departments. Using qualitative and quantitative research methods, the book analyzes predominant structural and
behavioral barriers that can impede diversity progress within the academic department. It then focuses upon the
opportunities and challenges chairs face in their collaborative journey with faculty and administration toward
inclusive departmental and institutional practices. Each chapter provides concrete strategies that chairs can use
to strengthen diversity in the academic department. Addressed to department chairs, deans, faculty, and
administrative leaders in higher education in all Western societies facing demographic change and global
challenges, this book offers a critical road map to creating the successful academic institutions that will meet the
needs of our changing populations.
Defining the Age Paul Starr 2022-02-01 The sociologist Daniel Bell was an uncommonly acute observer of the
structural forces transforming the United States and other advanced societies in the twentieth century. The titles
of Bell’s major books—The End of Ideology (1960), The Coming of Post-Industrial Society (1973), and The
Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism (1976)—became hotly debated frameworks for understanding the era when
they were published. In Defining the Age, Paul Starr and Julian E. Zelizer bring together a group of distinguished
contributors to consider how well Bell’s ideas captured their historical moment and continue to provide profound
insights into today’s world. Wide-ranging essays demonstrate how Bell’s writing has informed thinking about
subjects such as the history of socialism, the roots of the radical right, the emerging postindustrial society, and the
role of the university. The book also examines Bell’s intellectual trajectory and distinctive political stance. Calling
himself “a socialist in economics, a liberal in politics, and a conservative in culture,” he resisted being pigeonholed, especially as a neoconservative. Defining the Age features essays from historians Jenny Andersson, David
A. Bell, Michael Kazin, and Margaret O’Mara; sociologist Steven Brint; media scholar Fred Turner; and political

theorists Jan-Werner Müller and Stefan Eich. While differing in their judgments, they agree on one premise: Bell’s
ideas deserve the kind of nuanced and serious attention that they finally receive in this book.
The Comprehensive Guide to Science and Faith William A. Dembski 2021-10-05 Science and Faith Can—and
Do—Support Each Other Science and Christianity are often presented as opposites, when in fact the order of the
universe and the complexity of life powerfully testify to intelligent design. With this comprehensive resource that
includes the latest research, you’ll witness how the findings of scientists provide compelling reasons to
acknowledge the mind and presence of a creator. Featuring more than 45 entries by top-caliber experts, you’ll
better understand… how scientific concepts like intelligent design are supported by evidence the scientific findings
that support the history and accounts found in the Bible the biases that lead to scientific information being
presented as a challenge—rather than a complement—to Christianity Whether you’re looking for answers to your
own questions or seeking to explain the case for intelligent design to others, The Comprehensive Guide to
Science and Faith is an invaluable apologetic tool that will help you explore and analyze the relevant facts,
research, and theories in light of biblical truth.
Navigating the Common Core with English Language Learners Larry Ferlazzo 2016-04-01 The must-have
Common Core guide for every ESL/ELL instructor Navigating the Common Core with English Language Learners
is the much-needed practical guide for ESL/ELL instructors. Written by experienced teachers of English Language
Learners, this book provides a sequel to the highly-regarded ESL/ELL Teacher's Survival Guide and is designed
to help teachers implement the Common Core in the ELL classroom. You'll find a digest of the latest research and
developments in ELL education, along with comprehensive guidance in reading and writing, social studies, math,
science, Social Emotional Learning and more. The Common Core is discussed in the context of ESL, including
the opportunities and challenges specific to ELL students. Ready-to-use lesson plans and reproducible handouts
help you bring these ideas into the classroom, and expert guidance helps you instill the higher-order thinking skills
the Common Core requires. The Common Core standards have been adopted in 43 states, yet minimal guidance
has been provided for teachers of English Language Learners. This book fills the literature gap with the most upto-date theory and a host of practical implementation tools. Get up to date on the latest stats and trends in ELL
education Examine the challenges and opportunities posed by Common Core Find solutions to common issues
that arise in teaching ELL students Streamline Common Core implementation in the ELL classroom The ELL
population is growing at a rapid pace, and the ELL classroom is not exempt from the requirements posed by the
Common Core State Standards. ESL/ELL teachers know better than anyone else how critical language is to
learning, and ELL students need a specialized Common Core approach to avoid falling behind. Navigating the
Common Core with English Language Learners provides specific guidance and helpful tools that teachers can
bring to the classroom today.
Oscillations, Waves and Patterns in the Physical and Life Sciences Rabih Sultan 2022-11-21
The Closing of the Liberal Mind Kim R. Holmes 2017-12-12 A former U.S. Assistant Secretary of State and
currently Acting Senior Vice President for Research at The Heritage Foundation, Kim R. Holmes surveys the state
of liberalism in America today and finds that it is becoming its opposite—illiberalism—abandoning the precepts of
open-mindedness and respect for individual rights, liberties, and the rule of law upon which the country was
founded, and becoming instead an intolerant, rigidly dogmatic ideology that abhors dissent and stifles free
speech. Tracing the new illiberalism historically to the radical Enlightenment, a movement that rejected the classic
liberal ideas of the moderate Enlightenment that were prominent in the American Founding, Holmes argues that
today’s liberalism has forsaken its American roots, incorporating instead the authoritarian, anti-clerical, and anticapitalist prejudices of the radical and largely European Left. The result is a closing of the American liberal mind.
Where once freedom of speech and expression were sacrosanct, today liberalism employs speech codes, trigger
warnings, boycotts, and shaming rituals to stifle freedom of thought, expression, and action. It is no longer
appropriate to call it liberalism at all, but illiberalism—a set of ideas in politics, government, and popular culture
that increasingly reflects authoritarian and even anti-democratic values, and which is devising new strategies of
exclusiveness to eliminate certain ideas and people from the political process. Although illiberalism has always
been a temptation for American liberals, lurking in the radical fringes of the Left, it is today the dominant ideology
of progressive liberal circles. This makes it a new danger not only to the once venerable tradition of liberalism, but
to the American nation itself, which needs a viable liberal tradition that pursues social and economic equality while
respecting individual liberties.
Scientific American 1915
Future Spacecraft Propulsion Systems and Integration Paul A. Czysz 2017-08-30 The updated and expanded
third edition of this book focuses on the multi-disciplinary coupling between flight-vehicle hardware alternatives
and enabling propulsion systems. It discusses how to match near-term and far-term aerospace vehicles to

missions and provides a comprehensive overview of the subject, directly contributing to the next-generation space
infrastructure, from space tourism to space exploration. This holistic treatment defines a mission portfolio
addressing near-term to long-term space transportation needs covering sub-orbital, orbital and escape flight
profiles. In this context, a vehicle configuration classification is introduced covering alternatives starting from the
dawn of space access. A best-practice parametric sizing approach is introduced to correctly design the flight
vehicle for the mission. This technique balances required mission with the available vehicle solution space and is
an essential capability sought after by technology forecasters and strategic planners alike.
Developing Property Sustainably Sara J. Wilkinson 2015-06-05 Developing Property Sustainably introduces
readers to the key issues surrounding sustainable property development in the global marketplace. Pulling
together received wisdom and original research, the authors provide a clear and practical overview of the
sustainable property development process as well as a critical appraisal of the problems faced by global built
environment stakeholders. Throughout, the authors demonstrate how the property development industry could
and should respond better to debate on sustainable practices in the built environment by adopting more rigorous
measurement techniques and sustainable approaches. Starting by exploring key definitions and stakeholders, the
book goes on to explore finance, planning, construction, procurement, occupation, retrofit and lifecycle
sustainability in order to provide the reader with a detailed understanding of all the issues involved in the delivery
of sustainable property development from inception to occupation and beyond. Throughout the book, international
case studies are used to demonstrate how sustainable property development is applied in practice around the
world. With a logical chapter structure and accessible writing style, Developing Property Sustainably would be
perfect for use on undergraduate and postgraduate modules and courses in real estate development, property
and urban development and other built environment programmes.
Interdiscipline Petar Ramadanovic 2021-11-30 This book brings together two different discussions on the value of
the humanities and a broader debate on interdisciplinary scholarship in order to propose a new way beyond
current threats to the humanities. Petar Ramadanovic offers nothing short of a drastic rehaul of our approaches to
literary scholarship, the humanities, and university systems. Beginning with an analysis of what is often referred to
as the "crises" in the humanities, the author looks at the specifics of literary studies, but also issues around
working conditions for academics. From precarity and pay conditions to peer review, the book has practical as
well as theoretical implications that will resonate throughout the humanities. While most books defending the
humanities emphasize the uniqueness of the subject or area, Ramadanovic does the opposite, emphasizing the
need for interdisciplinarity and combined knowledge. This proposal is then fully explored through literary studies,
and its potential throughout the humanities and beyond, into the sciences. Interdiscipline is not just a defense of
literature and the humanities; it offers a clear and inspiring pathway forwards, drawing on all disciplines to show
their cultural and social significance. The book is important reading for all scholars of literary studies, and also
throughout the humanities.
Military Review 2016
Exploration and Production of Oceanic Natural Gas Hydrate Michael D. Max 2018-10-24 This second edition
provides extensive information on the attributes of the Natural Gas Hydrate (NGH) system, highlighting
opportunities for the innovative use and modification of existing technologies, as well as new approaches and
technologies that have the potential to dramatically lower the cost of NGH exploration and production. Above all,
the book compares the physical, environmental, and commercial aspects of the NGH system with those of other
gas resources. It subsequently argues and demonstrates that natural gas can provide the least expensive energy
during the transition to, and possibly within, a renewable energy future, and that NGH poses the lowest
environmental risk of all gas resources. Intended as a non-mathematical, descriptive text that should be
understandable to non-specialists as well as to engineers concerned with the physical characteristics of NGH
reservoirs and their production, the book is written for readers at the university graduate level. It offers a valuable
reference guide for environmentalists and the energy community, and includes discussions that will be of great
interest to energy industry professionals, legislators, administrators, regulators, and all those concerned with
energy options and their respective advantages and disadvantages.
Journeys through Emerging Adulthood Alan Reifman 2022-07-29 Journeys through Emerging Adulthood takes
the reader on a tour of contemporary transitions to adulthood, reporting on the latest cross-national and crosscultural research into young adulthood and separating fact from fiction about this important life phase. Alan
Reifman shows how today’s youth are taking more time to enter traditional adult roles, and explores the benefits
and disadvantages of this gradual emergence into adulthood. This essential textbook navigates the research that
reveals the substantial variety in young people’s paths to adulthood. It covers the spectrum of the young adult
experience, examining the influence that parents have on their grown children’s progress and identity as adults,

and considering the impact of traditional milestones such as higher education, establishing a career, forming
romantic relationships and becoming a parent. It examines key topics including mental health in emerging adults
and the likelihood of substance abuse, and how young adults might reach out into the community through
volunteerism, religious involvement and political activism. Each section includes examples and studies conducted
in a range of countries, exploring how the journey to adulthood can vary according to cultural context as well as
individual circumstance. The book affirms that while there is great variety in how one transitions to adulthood,
there is no correct path, and most people fare well – or even thrive – in adulthood. Featuring end-of-chapter
summaries, quizzes and activities, Journeys Through Emerging Adulthood provides an accessible yet
comprehensive overview of this significant life stage, connecting fundamental psychological theories with modern
social phenomena. Reifman’s text is essential reading for both undergraduate and graduate students of
psychology, human development and sociology, as well as students and researchers of any discipline interested
in the path to adulthood.
The elephant and the dragon in contemporary life sciences Joy Y. Zhang 2022-03-15 This book provides a
powerful diagnosis of why the global governance of science struggles in the face of emerging powers. Through
unpacking critical events in China and India over the past twenty years, it demonstrates that the ‘subversiveness’
assumed in the two countries’ rise in the life sciences reflects many of the regulatory challenges that are shared
worldwide. It points to a decolonial imperative for science governance to be responsive and effective in a
cosmopolitan world. By highlighting epistemic injustice within contemporary science, the book extends theories of
decolonisation.
Dual-use life science research and biosecurity in the 21st Century: Social, Technical, Policy, and Ethical
Challenges Jonathan E. Suk 2015-06-04 In September 2011, scientists announced new experimental findings
that would not only threaten the conduct and publication of influenza research, but would have significant policy
and intelligence implications. The findings presented a modified variant of the H5N1 avian influenza virus
(hereafter referred to as the H5N1 virus) that was transmissible via aerosol between ferrets. These results
suggested a worrisome possibility: the existence of a new airborne and highly lethal H5N1 virus that could cause
a deadly global pandemic. In response, a series of international discussions on the nature of dual-use life science
arose. These discussions addressed the complex social, technical, political, security, and ethical issues related to
dual-use research. This Research Topic will be devoted to contributions that explore this matrix of issues from a
variety of case study and international perspectives.
Geoscience for the Public Good and Global Development Gregory R. Wessel 2016-05-18 "Offers overview of
applications of geosciences to sustainable development and geophilanthropic efforts worldwide, and offers advice
to guide creation of development projects. Primacy of geologic input to all development activities is highlighted
along with problems that are encountered and environmental issues that must be addressed" -Biodesign Paul G. Yock 2015-02-02 This step-by-step guide to medical technology innovation, now in full color,
has been rewritten to reflect recent trends of industry globalization and value-conscious healthcare. Written by a
team of medical, engineering, and business experts, the authors provide a comprehensive resource that leads
students, researchers, and entrepreneurs through a proven process for the identification, invention, and
implementation of new solutions. Case studies on innovative products from around the world, successes and
failures, practical advice, and end-of-chapter 'Getting Started' sections encourage readers to learn from real
projects and apply important lessons to their own work. A wealth of additional material supports the book,
including a collection of nearly one hundred videos created for the second edition, active links to external
websites, supplementary appendices, and timely updates on the companion website at ebiodesign.org. Readers
can access this material quickly, easily, and at the most relevant point in the text from within the ebook.
Preventing Chemical Weapons Lijun Shang 2018-08-20 The life and chemical sciences are in the midst of a
period of rapid and revolutionary transformation that will undoubtedly bring societal benefits but also have
potentially malign applications, notably in the development of chemical weapons. Such concerns are exacerbated
by the unstable international security environment and the changing nature of armed conflict, which could fuel a
desire by certain States to retain and use existing chemical weapons, as well as increase State interest in creating
new weapons; whilst a broader range of actors may seek to employ diverse toxic chemicals as improvised
weapons. Stark indications of the multi-faceted dangers we face can be seen in the chemical weapons attacks
against civilians and combatants in Iraq and Syria, and also in more targeted chemical assassination operations in
Malaysia and the UK. Using a multi-disciplinary approach, and drawing upon an international group of experts,
this book analyses current and likely near-future advances in relevant science and technology, assessing the risks
of their misuse. The book examines the current capabilities, limitations and failures of the existing international
arms control and disarmament architecture – notably the Chemical Weapons Convention – in preventing the

development and use of chemical weapons. Through the employment of a novel Holistic Arms Control
methodology, the authors also look beyond the bounds of such treaties, to explore the full range of international
law, international agreements and regulatory mechanisms potentially applicable to weapons employing toxic
chemical agents, in order to develop recommendations for more effective routes to combat their proliferation and
misuse. A particular emphasis is given to the roles that chemical and life scientists, health professionals and wider
informed activist civil society can play in protecting the prohibition against poison and chemical weapons; and in
working with States to build effective and responsive measures to ensure that the rapid scientific and
technological advances are safeguarded from hostile use and are instead employed for the benefit of us all.
Research Handbook on Intellectual Property and the Life Sciences Duncan Matthews 2017-06-30 Intellectual
property (IP) is a key component of the life sciences, one of the most dynamic and innovative fields of technology
today. At the same time, the relationship between IP and the life sciences raises new public policy dilemmas. The
Research Handbook on Intellectual Property and the Life Sciences comprises contributions by leading experts
from academia and industry to provide in-depth analyses of key topics including pharmaceuticals, diagnostics and
genes, plant innovations, stem cells, the role of competition law and access to medicines. The Research
Handbook focuses on the relationship between IP and the life sciences in Europe and the United States,
complemented by country-specific case studies on Australia, Brazil, China, India, Japan, Kenya, South Africa and
Thailand to provide a truly international perspective.
What a Waste 2.0 Silpa Kaza 2018-12-06 Solid waste management affects every person in the world. By 2050,
the world is expected to increase waste generation by 70 percent, from 2.01 billion tonnes of waste in 2016 to
3.40 billion tonnes of waste annually. Individuals and governments make decisions about consumption and waste
management that affect the daily health, productivity, and cleanliness of communities. Poorly managed waste is
contaminating the world’s oceans, clogging drains and causing flooding, transmitting diseases, increasing
respiratory problems, harming animals that consume waste unknowingly, and affecting economic development.
Unmanaged and improperly managed waste from decades of economic growth requires urgent action at all levels
of society. What a Waste 2.0: A Global Snapshot of Solid Waste Management to 2050 aggregates extensive solid
aste data at the national and urban levels. It estimates and projects waste generation to 2030 and 2050. Beyond
the core data metrics from waste generation to disposal, the report provides information on waste management
costs, revenues, and tariffs; special wastes; regulations; public communication; administrative and operational
models; and the informal sector. Solid waste management accounts for approximately 20 percent of municipal
budgets in low-income countries and 10 percent of municipal budgets in middle-income countries, on average.
Waste management is often under the jurisdiction of local authorities facing competing priorities and limited
resources and capacities in planning, contract management, and operational monitoring. These factors make
sustainable waste management a complicated proposition; most low- and middle-income countries, and their
respective cities, are struggling to address these challenges. Waste management data are critical to creating
policy and planning for local contexts. Understanding how much waste is generated—especially with rapid
urbanization and population growth—as well as the types of waste generated helps local governments to select
appropriate management methods and plan for future demand. It allows governments to design a system with a
suitable number of vehicles, establish efficient routes, set targets for diversion of waste, track progress, and adapt
as consumption patterns change. With accurate data, governments can realistically allocate resources, assess
relevant technologies, and consider strategic partners for service provision, such as the private sector or
nongovernmental organizations. What a Waste 2.0: A Global Snapshot of Solid Waste Management to 2050
provides the most up-to-date information available to empower citizens and governments around the world to
effectively address the pressing global crisis of waste. Additional information is available at
http://www.worldbank.org/what-a-waste.
Light of the Stars: Alien Worlds and the Fate of the Earth Adam Frank 2018-06-12 Winner of the 2019 Phi Beta
Kappa Award for Science "A valuable perspective on the most important problem of our time." —Adam Becker,
NPR Light of the Stars tells the story of humanity’s coming of age as we realize we might not be alone in this
universe. Astrophysicist Adam Frank traces the question of alien life from the ancient Greeks to modern thinkers,
and he demonstrates that recognizing the possibility of its existence might be the key to save us from climate
change. With clarity and conviction, Light of the Stars asks the consequential question: What can the likely
presence of life on other planets tell us about our own fate?
Beyond Technonationalism Kathryn C. Ibata-Arens 2019-04-16 The biomedical industry, which includes
biopharmaceuticals, genomics and stem cell therapies, and medical devices, is among the fastest growing
worldwide. While it has been an economic development target of many national governments, Asia is currently on
track to reach the epicenter of this growth. What accounts for the rapid and sustained economic growth of

biomedicals in Asia? To answer this question, Kathryn Ibata-Arens integrates global and national data with
original fieldwork to present a conceptual framework that considers how national governments have managed key
factors, like innovative capacity, government policy, and firm-level strategies. Taking China, India, Japan, and
Singapore in turn, she compares each country's underlying competitive advantages. What emerges is an
argument that countries pursuing networked technonationalism (NTN) effectively upgrade their capacity for
innovation and encourage entrepreneurial activity in targeted industries. In contrast to countries that engage in
classic technonationalism—like Japan's developmental state approach—networked technonationalists are global
minded to outside markets, while remaining nationalistic within the domestic economy. By bringing together
aggregate data at the global and national level with original fieldwork and drawing on rich cases, Ibata-Arens
telegraphs implications for innovation policy and entrepreneurship strategy in Asia—and beyond.
Selected Papers from the 8th Symposium on Micro-Nano Science and Technology on Micromachines Norihisa
Miki 2019-04-09 This Special Issue presents selected papers from the 8th Symposium on Micro–Nano Science
and Technology on Micromachines, 31 October–2 November, 2017, in Hiroshima, Japan. We encouraged
contributions of significant and original works in order to deeply understand physical, chemical, and biological
phenomena at the micro/nano scale and to develop applied technologies. The conference covered the following
main topics: 1: Precision machinery lubrication design 2: Material dynamics strength 3: Hydrodynamics 4:
Thermal engineering 5: Production processing mechanical materials 6: Robotics mechatronics 7: Medical
biotechnology 8: Micro/nano system The papers that attracted the most interest at the conference, or that
provided novel contributions, were selected for publication in Micromachines. These papers were peer-reviewed
for validation of the research results, developments and applications.
Trend Following Michael W. Covel 2017-04-24 Want to take the financial journey to a new investing philosophy
that might very well affect the rest of your moneymaking life? No one can guarantee the yellow brick road, but
Michael Covel promises the red pill will leave you wide freaking awake. Trend Following reveals the truth about a
trading strategy that makes money in up, down and surprise markets. By applying straightforward and repeatable
rules, anyone can learn to make money in the markets whether bull, bear, or black swan—by following the trend
to the end when it bends. In this timely reboot of his bestselling classic, Michael Covel dives headfirst into trend
following strategy to examine the risks, benefits, people, and systems. You’ll hear from traders who have made
millions by following trends, and learn from their successes and mistakes—insights only here. You’ll learn the
trend philosophy, and how it has performed in booms, bubbles, panics and crashes. Using incontrovertible data
and overwhelming supporting evidence, with a direct connection to the foundations of behavioral finance, Covel
takes you inside the core principles of trend following and shows everyone, from brand new trader to professional,
how alpha gets pulled from the market. Covel’s newest edition has been revised and extended, with 7 brand new
interviews and research proof from his one of kind network. This is trend following for today’s generation. If you’re
looking to go beyond passive index funds and trusting the Fed, this cutting edge classic holds the keys to a
weatherproof portfolio. Meet great trend followers learning their rules and philosophy of the game Examine data to
see how trend following excels when the you-know-what hits the fan Understand trend trading, from behavioral
economics to rules based decision-making to its lambasting of the efficient markets theory Compare trend trading
systems to do it yourself or invest with a trend fund Trend following is not prediction, passive index investing, buy
and hope or any form of fundamental analysis. It utilizes concrete rules, or heuristics, to profit from a behavioral
perspective. Trend Following is clear-cut, straightforward and evidence-based and will secure your financial future
in bull, bear and black swan markets. If you’re finally ready to profit in the markets, Trend Following is the
definitive treatise for a complex world in constant chaos.
Landscapes of Collectivity in the Life Sciences Snait B. Gissis 2018-01-12 Broad perspective on collectivity in the
life sciences, from microorganisms to human consensus, and the theoretical and empirical opportunities and
challenges. Many researchers and scholars in the life sciences have become increasingly critical of the traditional
methodological focus on the individual. This volume counters such methodological individualism by exploring
recent and influential work in the life sciences that utilizes notions of collectivity, sociality, rich interactions, and
emergent phenomena as essential explanatory tools to handle numerous persistent scientific questions in the life
sciences. The contributors consider case studies of collectivity that range from microorganisms to human
consensus, discussing theoretical and empirical challenges and the innovative methods and solutions scientists
have devised. The contributors offer historical, philosophical, and biological perspectives on collectivity, and
describe collective phenomena seen in insects, the immune system, communication, and human collectivity, with
examples ranging from cooperative transport in the longhorn crazy ant to the evolution of autobiographical
memory. They examine ways of explaining collectivity, including case studies and modeling approaches, and
explore collectivity's explanatory power. They present a comprehensive look at a specific case of collectivity: the

Holobiont notion (the idea of a multi-species collective, a host and diverse microorganisms) and the hologenome
theory (which posits that the holobiont and its hologenome are a unit of adaption). The volume concludes with
reflections on the work of the late physicist Eshel Ben-Jacob, pioneer in the study of collective phenomena in
living systems. Contributors Oren Bader, John Beatty, Dinah R. Davison, Daniel Dor, Ofer Feinerman,
Raghavendra Gadagkar, Scott F. Gilbert, Snait B. Gissis, Deborah M. Gordon, James Griesemer, Zachariah I.
Grochau-Wright, Erik R. Hanschen, Eva Jablonka, Mohit Kumar Jolly, Anat Kolumbus, Ehud Lamm, Herbert
Levine, Arnon Levy, Xue-Fei Li, Elisabeth A. Lloyd, Yael Lubin, Eva Maria Luef, Ehud Meron, Richard E. Michod,
Samir Okasha, Simone Pika, Joan Roughgarden, Eugene Rosenberg, Ayelet Shavit, Yael Silver, Alfred I. Tauber,
Ilana Zilber-Rosenberg
Varcarolis' Foundations of Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing - E-Book Margaret Jordan Halter 2021-07-08
Prepare for psychiatric nursing care with this comprehensive, evidence-based text! Varcarolis' Foundations of
Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing: A Clinical Approach, 9th Edition makes it easy to understand the complexities
of psychiatric disorders and how to provide quality mental and behavioral health care. Clinical chapters follow the
nursing process framework and progress from theory to application, preparing you for practice with real-world
examples. Other notable features include illustrated explanations of the neurobiology of disorders, DSM-5 criteria
for major disorders, and nursing care plans. From clinical nurse specialist and lead author Dr. Margaret Jordan
Halter, this bestselling text includes new Next Generation NCLEX content to prepare you for success on your
PMHN certification exam. Case Study and Nursing Care Plan boxes include real-life vignettes of patients with
specific psychiatric disorders. Evidence-Based Practice boxes describe recent research studies and how their
findings affect nursing practice. Six-step nursing process is followed in clinical chapters, providing consistent
guidelines for comprehensive assessment and intervention. Learning features include key terms and concepts,
key points to remember, critical thinking, and chapter reviews. Conversational, mentor-like writing style reinforces
important information and helps in applying textbook content to the clinical setting. Coverage of therapeutic
communication techniques and nontherapeutic communication provides tips to help you build patient interaction
skills. Assessment Guidelines summarize the steps of patient assessment for various disorders. Considering
Culture boxes discuss the importance of person-centered care in providing competent care to diverse populations
in various clinical situations. Patient and Family Teaching boxes focus on the nurse’s role in helping patients and
families understand psychiatric disorders, treatments, complications, and medication side effects.
The Ideas Industry Daniel Drezner 2017-03-01 The public intellectual, as a person and ideal, has a long and
storied history. Writing in venues like the New Republic and Commentary, such intellectuals were always
expected to opine on a broad array of topics, from foreign policy to literature to economics. Yet in recent years a
new kind of thinker has supplanted that archetype: the thought leader. Equipped with one big idea, thought
leaders focus their energies on TED talks rather than highbrow periodicals. How did this shift happen? In The
Ideas Industry, Daniel W. Drezner points to the roles of political polarization, heightened inequality, and eroding
trust in authority as ushering in the change. In contrast to public intellectuals, thought leaders gain fame as singleidea merchants. Their ideas are often laudable and highly ambitious: ending global poverty by 2025, for example.
But instead of a class composed of university professors and freelance intellectuals debating in highbrow
magazines, thought leaders often work through institutions that are closed to the public. They are more immune to
criticism--and in this century, the criticism of public intellectuals also counts for less. Three equally important
factors that have reshaped the world of ideas have been waning trust in expertise, increasing political polarization
and plutocracy. The erosion of trust has lowered the barriers to entry in the marketplace of ideas. Thought leaders
don't need doctorates or fellowships to advance their arguments. Polarization is hardly a new phenomenon in the
world of ideas, but in contrast to their predecessors, today's intellectuals are more likely to enjoy the support of
ideologically friendly private funders and be housed in ideologically-driven think tanks. Increasing inequality as a
key driver of this shift: more than ever before, contemporary plutocrats fund intellectuals and idea factories that
generate arguments that align with their own. But, while there are certainly some downsides to the contemporary
ideas industry, Drezner argues that it is very good at broadcasting ideas widely and reaching large audiences of
people hungry for new thinking. Both fair-minded and trenchant, The Ideas Industry will reshape our
understanding of contemporary public intellectual life in America and the West.
The metabolic pathways and environmental controls of hydrocarbon biodegradation in marine ecosystems Joel
E. Kostka 2015-05-15 Biodegradation mediated by indigenous microbial communities is the ultimate fate of the
majority of oil hydrocarbon that enters the marine environment. The aim of this Research Topic is to highlight
recent advances in our knowledge of the pathways and controls of microbially-catalyzed hydrocarbon degradation
in marine ecosystems, with emphasis on the response of microbial communities to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill
in the Gulf of Mexico. In this Research Topic, we encouraged original research and reviews on the ecology of

hydrocarbon-degrading bacteria, the rates and mechanisms of biodegradation, and the bioremediation of
discharged oil under situ as well as near in situ conditions.
Why We Need the Humanities Donald Drakeman 2016-02-25 An entrepreneur and educator highlights the
surprising influence of humanities scholarship on biomedical research and civil liberties. This spirited defence
urges society to support the humanities to obtain continued guidance for public policy decisions, and challenges
scholars to consider how best to fulfil their role in serving the common good.
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